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The main use for high impedance active voltage probes is in R&D of analog micropower
electronics, and in maintenance and repair of these devices.

Bias Networks and Battery Power
The main power drain in battery powered electronic devices is bias current.  This

small but constant current drain will slowly use up the energy stored in the battery.  To
minimize this, many semiconductors are now so well made that they can get by with very
little bias current, in some cases they can get by with none at all (except for unavoidable
leakage currents).

The simplest way to bias an analog device is to use a resistor network.  These can
deliver exactly controlled bias voltages to any of the analog semiconductors in the circuit,
but they require a constant current flowing through them to maintain this bias voltage.  A
typical bias network might consist of two resistors in series, for example two 100K ohm
resistors in series, with the bias voltage taken from the junction of the two resistors.

If a 6V lithium series string is used as the battery supply, these resistors will draw
30 microamperes from it.  If you have ten of these bias networks in your device, you will
have a current draw of 300 microamps, before you have done any useful work with your
electronic device!  

When designing micropower electronics, the power source is a main consideration.
For example the Energizer CR2025 lithium coin cell is 20mm diameter and 2.18mm thick,
with an energy storage of about 500 milliwatt-hours.  Pricing is $0.31 each for 100 pcs.

The data sheet for this cell shows two graphs, one for constant current drain and
one for constant + pulsed loading.  The constant current drain graph shows battery
voltage over time with a 15K load resistor across the battery.  The typical current drain
from this resistor at mid-life is 0.193 mA, and by end-of-life the battery voltage has
fallen to 2.6V from its new-battery voltage of 3.0V.  This takes 800 hours.  

The second graph shows this same loading while adding pulsed loading.
The pulse load is a 400 ohm resistor connected for two seconds.  This pulse is
repeated 12 times per day.  As you can see, the pulse loading is very slight, to
make the battery look as good as possible.  In this graph the battery life becomes
137 hours, if the criterion is the same as before: 2.6V across the 15K load
resistor at end-of-life.

Bias Current Reduction
If we use two of these CR2025 cells for our battery, in our example we have

ten bias networks and a total load of 0.300 mA before other work is done.  This
will drain the batteries in only 500 hours, or if the pulse load is used, only 85
hours.  Obviously, reducing bias current is very important.

The simplest way to reduce bias current is to increase the resistance of the
resistors used in the bias networks, assuming the semiconductors will tolerate
this well.  For example if we increase our resistor values by a factor of 10x, we
end up with two 1 megohm resistors in series.  This network will have an
operating current of 3 microamperes.  Ten of these will have an operating current
of 30 microamps, which is 1/6th of the spec sheet loading.  



Measurement Hurdles
Now we need to measure the bias voltages at this high impedance level.

This is why we need a high impedance voltage probe.  If we use a standard
multimeter in this circuit, its input impedance of 10 megohms will load the bias
network so that accurate readings of bias voltage cannot be made.  The real bias
voltages will have to be estimated, assuming the meter loading is a constant 10
megohms.  On the other hand, we could use a high impedance voltage probe
instead.  If the example bias network (two 1 megohm resistors in series) is
loaded with a 10 megohm multimeter, the  bias voltage measured will be
+2.857V, but we know that it should really be +3.00V if only the meter was not
loading the bias network.  

Now, with a voltage probe having 1 gigohm input impedance, we will read a
bias voltage of +2.998V.  Much better!

Scaling up to Real World Applications
The problems only get worse as our bias network resistances go higher.  For

example with two 10 megohm resistors in series in our bias network, current
requirement goes down to 0.3 microamps, but the effect of meter loading
becomes much more extreme. Using a standard multimeter with 10 megohms
input impedance we would read a bias voltage of 2.00V (remove the meter and
the voltage is really +3.00V as before).  With a 1 gigohm voltage probe, we will
read a bias voltage of +2.985V, while the 10 gigohm probe will read 2.9985V.
Again, much better!  With our 10 gigohm high impedance probe, our voltage
error is 0.0015V rather than 1.00V.  No mental calculations are needed now.

Trying to Get By with a Standard Multimeter
With standard 10 megohm input impedance multimeters, it is sometimes

possible to obtain a very high input impedance when the multimeter is operating
in a low voltage range.  The range varies but is typically a low voltage range, and
the operating impedance in this range is not guaranteed.  If the range is 0 to 4V
and the operating impedance is 4 gigohms, this would give you good accuracy
when reading bias networks of high impedance.  However, the impedance is not
guaranteed, so the magnitude of the voltage error introduced by loading cannot
be reliably simulated in programs such as CircuitSim.  Our voltage probes have
consistent input impedances to within +/-1%.  This loading can be simulated
without issues.

The Antenna Factor
An additional and very serious problem is that your multimeter test leads

will still be the same: stranded wire typically 1 meter long.  These serve as
antennas, bringing ambient noise and hum directly to the sensitive point you are
trying to read.  In our example, we are adding a 3 ft long antenna to the junction
of two 10 megohm resistors and a semiconductor input pin.  It is easy to see that
circuit performance is likely to be affected in a bad way.  Our high impedance
voltage probes have a solid-wire antenna length of only about 1.9 inches at the
tip (48mm max).  The antenna effect is far less, and so is the disruption.


